


KELOGLAN’S NEW LOOK


(One day, Keloglan wakes up and goes to the mirror…)


KELOGLAN: I would like to change my look. It would be nice if I have some 
hair on my head. Maybe if I have some hair, Balkiz falls in love with me. 
He, he… I am going to do something funny. He, he…


(Keloglan enters in a box)


KELOGLAN: I wish I could have some hair!


(Suddenly, the box starts shaking…and Keloglan screams)


KELOGLAN: Arrrrggggg! What’s happening?


(The box stops shaking and Keloglan comes out. He is in a different 
place)


KELOGLAN: ??? Where am I?? Why is it snowing???


MOOMINTROLL: Hi foreigner! I am Moomintroll. Wellcome to the 
Moomin Valley.


KELOGLAN: OOhh!! An Hippo!!


MOOMINTROLL: I am not an hippo, I am Moomintroll, and we are 
not animals!


KELOGLAN: Ups, I am sorry Moomintroll. My name is Keloglan, and I am from Turkey. Where 
are we?


MOOMINTROLL: We are in Moon Valley.


KELOGLAN: Moomin Valley is nice. Is this the place where I can get hair?


MOOMINTROLL: Well, I don’t know what you mean. Let’s ask Moominmamma. I am sure she 
knows.


(They go to the Moomin House and find Moominmammaa)


MOOMINTROLL: Moominmammaa! We need your help.


MOOMINMAMMA: Hello Moomintroll. Who is your friend?


MOOMINTROLL: He is Keloglan! He is from Turkey and he wants to have some hair on his head. 


MOOMINMAMMA: Oh! He needs to take a train to Turkey. But before…we can do something…


MOOMIN TROLL AND KELOGLAN: Thank you Moominmamma.




MOOMIN MAMMA: You’re welcome. Come here.


(Moominmamma  invites Keloglan to enter the box again and close it. When she opens it again, 
something happens…

Moominmamma puts a mirror in front of him and shows his new image)


(Keloglans looks his new image with long white moomin hair surprisingly)


KELOGLAN: Oohh!!it’s amazing. I have to go back to my town. I need my dear Balkiz can see 
me.


(Moomin troll and Keloglan go to the train station to take a train)


KELOGLAN: Thank you so much Moomintroll. I’ll come back in summer, it’s too cold now 
(shivering) but with my friends…and maybe with Balkiz too. 


(Keloglan and Moomin troll hug and say goodbye happily because now, both of them have a new 
foreign friend forever.)



